Learn to use BIG DATA
to get BIG RESULTS
What if you could get better, bigger
results out of your PPC campaigns?
And what if you could do so by using better,
bigger data that is already at your disposal – if
you just learned how to look a bit closer…and
dig a bit deeper?
Well, guess what?

You can.
And we here at Fang Digital Marketing are going
to show you just how in this helpful, handy,
easy-to-digest eBook.
So go ahead. Dig in. And get ready to experience
some BIG business results.
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Today’s Data is BIG.
And Getting BIGGER Every Day…

Data is getting big. Real BIG.
In fact, in 2012, more data soared across the Internet in a given SECOND of a given
day than was stored on the ENTIRE Internet just 20 years ago.
Think about that for a second. Or two.
That’s a LOT of data. That’s BIG data. And in true American fashion, it just keeps on
getting BIGGER.
Gone are the days of the megabyte, terabyte and gigabyte. Now, we’re talking in terms
of petabyte (one quadrillion bytes, or around 20 filing cabinets full of text) and exabyte
(1,000 petabytes, or 1 billion gigabytes). And each day, 2.5 exabytes of data are
created. And every 40 months, that figure doubles.
To use an everyday, real-world business example…
Each day in America, Walmart collects more than 2.5 petabytes of data from its
customer transactions…during a typical hour.
Now that’s BIG.

Also BIG – Space.
In 1990, a team of NASA scientists launched the Hubble Space Telescope above
the Earth’s atmosphere, via the space shuttle Discovery. Its position above the
atmosphere (which distorts and blocks the light which reaches us down here) gives
the 43.5-foot, 24,500-pound Hubble a view of the universe that typically far surpasses
that of any ground-based telescope.
One of NASA’s most successful and long-lasting missions, the Hubble has beamed
hundreds of thousands of images back to scientists on Earth, shedding light on many
of the great mysteries of astronomy in the process. Its ability to show the universe in
previously unprecedented detail helped turn astronomical conjectures into absolute
certainties. Among other accomplishments, the Hubble’s groundbreaking gaze has
helped determine the age of the universe (about 13 to 14 billion years), the identity of
quasars and the existence of dark energy (a mysterious force that causes acceleration
in the expansion of the universe).
The Hubble has introduced scientists to galaxies in all stages of evolution – including
“toddler” galaxies that were around when the universe was still young, helping them
further understand how galaxies form. It found protoplanetary disks, clumps of gas
and dust around young stars that likely function as birthing grounds for new planets.
It discovered that incredibly powerful gamma-ray bursts occur in far-distant galaxies
when massive stars collapse. More than 10,000 scientific articles have been published
based on data collected from the Hubble.

Among the many articles and anecdotes that have surfaced since the Hubble first
set up shop in space is one where NASA scientists initially sought to study a certain
“star”…before soon discovering that they weren’t just looking at a single star…but an
entire shimmering galaxy. Talk about a BIG discovery.

In short, the Hubble is kind of a BIG deal.
And of course, before too long, the Hubble Space Telescope will make way for
something even BIGGER. In fact, the tennis court-sized Webb Space Telescope, the
Hubble’s hand-picked successor, will orbit far beyond the moon and see in infrared –
the light emitted by the farthest objects we can detect. You can’t see it, but the Webb
will, casting its state-of-the-art gaze on distant supernovae, infant galaxies and more
when it launches in 2018.

Dig Deeper. Think Bigger. Get Bigger Results.
When it comes to PPC bidding strategies, maybe it’s time to
think bigger too. And to also dig deeper.

A lot can happen when you decide to go beyond the standard Day of Week approach
when it comes to optimizing your PPC bids.
At Fang Digital Marketing, we learned this lesson not too long ago, while working with
a particular client.
When we first arrived on the scene, we were informed that this company’s revenue
followed a highly predictable Day of Week pattern.
However, we decided to think bigger. And dig deeper.

We wondered just where the ROI was going. And if the trend was
really based on Day of Week.
Our first pass at the data was at a very high level.

On the second go-around, we dug a bit deeper.

The third time, we kept digging.

And upon further investigation, we realized that the ROI for
various accounts was not always so consistent.
Basically, we discovered that the ROI pattern wasn’t as simple as it being the same
from Monday through Sunday. In fact, it was more complex, and changed from one
Monday to the next – so that the first Monday was better than, say the third Monday…
and so on and so on…
In other words, what first appeared to be a star by optimizing for Day of Week turned
out to actually be a whole entire galaxy when the more complex set of Big Data was
utilized. In this example, Big Data was the Hubble Telescope.
The lesson learned here? Don’t blindly place your trust in anecdotal data. Instead,
think bigger. And dig deeper. And don’t be afraid to break out your Hubble Telescope
in the process.
And don’t be lazy with your data. Instead, be proactive. Break the habit of daily
tweaking. Move more towards analyzing the data to get ahead of – and stay ahead of –
the trends. And look for local trends within the data. Trends such as seasonality
(buying seasons, paydays, etc.) and upcoming events (festivals, concert season, etc.).

The results for our client?
Revenue and margin increased by 10% within the first month of testing. And within six
months, after expanding this testing across multiple accounts, that revenue and
margin had increased by some 30%.

Google AdWords Scripts – The Power Of Change

But wait. There’s more. Like, say, the power of further change
that comes from further insight.
Like, say, Google AdWords Scripts.
In the summer of 2012, Google launched AdWords Scripts. Among other things,
AdWords Scripts simplified the process of programmatically controlling certain
aspects of your AdWords account, providing AdWords users with a highly customizable degree of automation.
Located within the “Automation” tab in the AdWords interface, these AdWords Scripts
are centered around a scripting interface, into which you can input the code that drives
your rules.
With a little bit of practice, a working knowledge of JavaScript and some old-fashioned
trial-and-error, AdWords Scripts allows you to use external inventory data to change
bids, pause or un-pause keywords, use stats trends over several weeks to change
keyword or ad group bids, and make even more creative changes to your campaigns.
In fact, the options are only really limited by your imagination…and the data you can
find.

AdWords Scripts can leverage Google API (short for Application Programming
Interface, API is a specification used by software components to communicate with
one another) services such as Spreadsheet and UrlFetch, meaning you can pull in key
data from any external source – including using inventory data for a retail site.

Let’s take a closer look at some specific examples of how
AdWords Scripts can be used to benefit a variety of different
businesses...across several industries.

Don’t sell umbrellas when the sun is shining…

Let’s say you manage a site that sells umbrellas, and your data analyst figured
out that your ROI for paid search is at its highest when you’re advertising when
it rains...or just slightly before. So you decide to use the data from the AccuWeather API to feed a Google AdWords Script you’ve written that automatically
turns on specific campaigns in your account which coordinate with the parts of
the country that are going to experience rain in the next five days...or are currently experiencing rain.

May we recommend…everything ever?
Perhaps you run a site that sells films and TV shows on DVD, and your internal
analysis reveals that you see an increase in sales shortly after certain movies are
shown on TV, because people run to Inveni and add recommendations. You then
decide to use the Inveni API and an AdWords Script you wrote to increase bids
for certain movies that experience a specific spike in positive recommendations.

Keep on rockin’ in the PPC world…

Maybe you own a shop that sells t-shirts featuring pictures of various musical
artists. You’ve noticed that t-shirt sales skyrocket when an artist makes it to the
top 10 of the Billboard chart...or when that artist is playing a concert in a specific
city. So you write two AdWords Scripts: one that checks the Billboard charts
across multiple genres to see who’s in the top 10, then increases bids on those
artists’ terms; and another that turns on a geographically targeted campaign from
Last.FM’s concert calendar for an artist for the two weeks around that artist’s
concert appearance.

Buy low. Fly high.

Imagine you own a hotel near an airport, and you’ve noticed that business is at
its best when flights are delayed. In turn, you write an AdWords Script that looks
at the FAA Airport Service for local airport delays that would cause people to
naturally stay overnight...and then turns down the bids for your campaign so
you’re not overpaying for business that would come organically.

The early bird catches the book worm.
Let’s say you run a book shop and your kid brother, who’s a bit of a data geek,
figured out that you sell more copies of certain books while they’re on the New
York Times or USA Today Best Seller lists. So you have him write an AdWords
Script that turns up bids on certain book titles in your campaigns based on a
book’s ranking in the Best Seller lists.

Don’t toy with your PPC bids.

Perhaps you own a toy shop that specializes in movie tie-in toys, and you’ve
noticed that sales for certain toys go through the roof when the corresponding
movie is reviewed favorably in USA Today. You can then write an AdWords Script
that automatically adjusts the bids for certain keywords based on the star review
for a given movie.

Rank and file.
Perhaps you’ve noticed that your traffic and revenue dips significantly when your
organic traffic from a specific keyword drops after you lose ranking on those
terms. So you write an AdWords Script that speaks to the AdGooroo or SEOMoz
APIs, and automatically ups your paid search bids when your ranking for those
matching terms drops in organic search results.

Check into better PPC bids.
Imagine you own a local
restaurant, and you’ve
noticed that reservations for
your place drop significantly
when Foursquare check-ins
at the surrounding
restaurants go up. In
response, you write an
AdWords Script that speaks
to the Foursquare API, and
increases bids for your ads
when you see check-ins
increase.

Go team, go…buy more stuff.

Let’s say you run a site that sells hats, t-shirts and other apparel featuring
various sports teams’ logos. You’ve noticed that if the copy in your ads reflect
the recent win or loss of a given team in a given geographic region, it makes a
difference in sales. So, you write an AdWords Script that checks the scores for
the various teams you have in stock, and automatically changes the ads for the
winning teams to celebrate the win, along with ads for the losing team to buy
more gear to support their team.

From one auction to another.
Pretend you’re a major auction site, like eBay. In fact, imagine you ARE eBay,
and you’ve noticed that the ROI for your campaigns falls apart when you
advertise for items that you don’t actually have in auction at that moment. Given
that you’re this giant brand-name company that probably employs a ton of
people who know JavaScript, you have one of them write an AdWords Script
that uses your own API to turn ads on and off based on the auctions that are
happening at any given moment.

In Conclusion…
Remember, PPC tactics are ultimately all about the details. And the closer you
look, the deeper you dig, the more details will be revealed. The discerning eye
always
notices more. Especially when it’s armed with something like a Hubble Space
Telescope. Or Big Data.

So don’t be afraid to look closer. Dig deeper.
Than keep on digging.
And always think BIG. With that thinking empowered and informed by the
ever-expanding universe of Big Data.
And before long…you might be surprised at just how BIG the results will be for
your business.

